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SCENE 1 PROLOGUE
LOCATION: BOROUGH HALL PLATFORM
SETTING: BOROUGH HALL PLATFORM, THE PRESENT
A small band plays as the audience gathers. Ushers take tickets, putting them in the band’s
hat. The guide introduces the play and leads the audience to the actor who plays Belmont,
not fully dressed in period clothing. Katie and Yusef are nearby, cleaning walls.

PRODUCTION NOTES:
The company performs in the New York City subway.
A 30-person audience follows the plot from platform
to platform, on and off trains. The guide moves the
audience from place to place with the help of ushers.
There are simple quick-change backdrops, props, and
theatrical lighting set by stagehand/usher/extras in
1904 period costume. The 1904 actors are also in period
costume and wear exaggerated silent movie make-up.
The 2004 actors are in work clothes. The 2009 guide
wears contemporary street clothes. The characters from
1904 and 2004 do not interact with the audience or the
other people on the subway; if pressed they do so without
breaking character.
The guide, on the other hand, will comment on the play,
talk with the audience, and speak from a list of stories -tall tales, romances, histories, and facts -- in between the
scenes, as needed. The stories are developed from a list,
but told in her words. Her role is to offer the audience
continuity of performance, to take up time while waiting
for the correct train, or to redirect attention after a scene
ends.

Belmont: We have built a city under this city. 400 stations just like this one. 800 miles
of track.
There have been costs.
In the year 1900 the mayor of New York City put a shovel in the dirt near City Hall.
Four years later, there were 48 stations from the Bronx to Brooklyn, most of them
underground. They called it “a dazzling confusion of wonders, an overwhelming
impression of complex bigness, the next step in the evolution of a Modern City.”
The men who built this electric railroad knew what they were getting themselves into,
and they threw at it every resource they could muster. They blasted through rock, routed
under skyscrapers, propped up elevated trains, and split apart sewers. Three million
yards of rock and dirt. Half a million yards of concrete. 65,000 tons of steel.
What did it cost? Millions. Today, billions.
Some of course paid more.
We made a sacrifice for a system. We said that this is more important than that. We
accepted an imperfect world. Some of us did anyway.
Tonight you all will look around you and ask yourselves a question: Is this part
of the play? The answer is yes. You are a part of this play with us, like this band and
that gentleman on his way to work. Tonight these platforms will be our playhouse.
Conductors will manage our stage. The sound designer is a passing train. And these
fluorescents light our way.
We beg your imaginations to ride these trains with us. Let these tunnels speak. Pay
attention. Your Monday morning commute is a journey to another time. The voice on
the intercom is telling you a lie. This crowded staircase is a swirling ballroom.
Look around you. This story is scratched into the windows of the very next train. For
certainly there is a story in every marker tag, every glimpse of spray paint you catch as
these trains cut through the dark. Sometimes it is a very simple story: I was here. I made
my mark.

[Turns and makes an X on the wall with a marker.]
Simple. This is a very old story.

SCENE 2
LOCATION: JAY STREET BOROUGH HALL PLATFORM
SETTING: LIVE TUNNEL, 2004
Katie and Yusef enter with cart and cleaning supplies. They scrub away tags made in the
previous scene.
Yusef: What is this?
Katie [nowhere near him]: My dick.
Yusef: C’mon Katie! Seriously.
Katie: You should seriously be looking at your ass. The 5 is gonna clip it if you leave it
hanging out there.
Yusef: Listen Katie: “... under these arches, swallowed by this beast, everything solid
turns to air ...”
I can’t read the rest; the letters are like secrets.
Katie: What the fuck are you talking about?
Yusef: “My hands on your hips, a confusion of skirts and straps.”
Katie: I think we’ve got a sick passenger here.
Yusef: It’s like hieroglyphics or something.
Katie: Just clean it up Yusef. Bloomberg’s so worried that the 70s coming back he’s got
us washing dirty concrete.
Yuesf: You really need to see this.
Katie: Whatever it is, I’ve seen it.

Yusef: You know, when Napoleon’s army found the Rosetta Stone the entire company
was so awestruck they dropped their guns.
Katie: [Drops cleaning supplies.]

SCENE 3
LOCATION: FULTON STATION, IN FRONT OF THE IRON GATE
IN BETWEEN PLATFORMS
SETTING: PROTEST OUTSIDE BELMONT’S ESTATE, 1904

Yusef: You have no idea what’s been in these tunnels.
Katie: White alligators! Mole people! The ghost of Mayor La Guardia!
Yusef: Just because there’s a set of blueprints for every god damn spike and rail doesn’t
mean stuff doesn’t get lost.
Katie: And I’ll have a carriage pulled by rats to take me to the ball tonight.
Yusef: Come on.
Katie: Hips, skirts, straps, lovers. Looks like sweet talk.
Yusef: What do you mean?
Katie: Love letters moron.
Yusef: Ooh. Lover letters. “Sweet, incomparable Josephine, what a strange effect you
have on my heart!” That’s Napoleon too!

Fowler on a soapbox. The audience forms around him. Several subway workers in work
clothes around them. Clara listening.
Fowler: August Belmont lives behind this gate. He’s the man paying for this monstrous
machine, this underground railroad. And just look at this gate! With 1100 acres behind
it.
Crowd: And fine horses!
Fowler: That’s right! Race horses and ponies. And you better believe he treats those
horses better than he treats us men.
Crowd: Rip down the gate!
Fowler: You don’t have one of these at your house, do you Grady? Your tenement?
Of course not. Because there aren’t 500 men ready to run you out into the street. He’s
worried about us. Believe me. I can see the cops out there. His cops. They’ll have their
blackjacks out before we’re through.
Crowd: You’ll get us fired!

Katie: I think the cleaner is getting to you.
Yusef: Does your cell have a camera?
Katie: My cell don’t have call waiting.
Yusef: We have to take pictures of this.
Katie: Come on Yusef. Get the cart.

Fowler: You’re wrong sir. He needs us. All of us. You say don’t bite the hand that feeds.
I say gnaw it up to the armpit!
Crowd: Here here!
Fowler: We are making these men rich. And I’m not talking about nickel fares. The
nickels are pocket change. We are digging the tunnels of commerce. Every time we put
in a new station another skyscraper goes up. We are inventing the modern era. And what
are we getting? Broken backs. A dollar fifty a day.
Crowd: He don’t need any more money.
Fowler: This son of a bitch drives his own subway car! Have you heard of this thing?
He calls it the Mineola. It’s parked under the Belmont hotel. That’s his hotel, of course.
Cornered to Grand Central. Let me tell you he rides in style. Leather chairs. Hot and
cold running water. A kitchen if he wants a snack.

I have worked with you for years, boys. We have laid down at noon, taken our lunches,
and we talked our wrongs over. We met up at night and asked, “how will we remedy
things?” I have the goods. I am not talking haphazard.
Crowd: Strike! Strike!
Fowler: Strike? That’s just a place to start. Two days ago a drill team and three excavators
died at the 59 cut and cover. We lost four sandhogs last week. And the rockmen up at
168 are breathing compressed air and donkey ass. We are dying in these tunnels. Listen
to me. This subway is killing us.
Crowd: Here come the cops!
[A worker stumbles through the audience and collapses at Fowler’s feet. Blood on his face.
Clara wraps a piece of clothing around his head.]
Fowler: Here they come, boys, cracking skulls. Those cops are just another gang. Fight
back men! Make your mark! We are here today because we’ve had enough. We will not
negotiate, we will not compromise. We will strike until August Belmont pays us what
we’re worth. Until he slows down this runaway train. Until he treats us like men.
[Crowd cheers. Fowler goes off, followed by crowd. Clara remains with man at gate.]

SCENE 4
LOCATION: UPTOWN 4/5 TRAIN BETWEEN FULTON AND
14TH STREET
SETTING: ALE HOUSE 1904
On the platform before the scene a barmaid pours wine, spiced rum, and cider in paper cups
for the audience. She is behind a rolling cart that looks like an old bar. She gets on the train
with the audience and the scene develops around her. The band plays from the center of the
train.
Carpenter: Be realistic.
Fowler: I am.
Carpenter: A potato in a pot. Chicken on Fridays. That’s realistic.
Fowler: Chicken? Do you want some fine brandied peaches to go along with it?
Carpenter: Hey, I’ve got five kids. You don’t know what it’s like ...

Fowler: Look, all I’m saying is that there’s enough for everyone. We are making these
men rich. These capitalists. We’re not going to get our share as long as it’s going into
private subway cars. Light that thing on fire and we could roast a lot of chickens.
Worker enters scene.
Worker: We’re going back to work!
Fowler, Carpenter, Ushers: What?
Worker: Strikes over. No raise, but the union gets to make new hires.
Fowler: Well let’s drink up then. To compromise. To fear!
Clara: Unless you’re draining that bottle to fill with kerosene you’re wasting your time.
Fowler: Gentlemen, hide the booze. The Temperance Society calls.
Clara: It’s easy to kick a man when he’s crawling around on his knees.
Fowler: Do I know you?
Clara: I’ve seen you around.
Fowler: Ticket girl at Wallack’s Theater?
Clara: I don’t like plays.
Fowler: Billy Flanagan’s wife?
Clara: That’s a nasty word.
Fowler: Billy?
Clara: Wife.
Fowler: OK I lost track: Am I insulting you or are you insulting me?
Clara: Things aren’t always one way or the other.
Fowler: That’s a lazy idea.
Clara: From a man who sure spends a lot of time talking.
Fowler: OK, stop. Who are you?

Fowler: What do you know about acting?
Clara: Clara.
Fowler: Clara.

Clara: I like to care of the sick. That’s what I do. I don’t hold meetings, or rally, or write
pamphlets to inspire others to care for the sick. I just care.

Clara: I saw you outside Belmont’s gate last week. You were making another of those
one-way-or-the-other speeches.

Fowler: You saw the rally last week, the cops cracking heads. Belmont has to be afraid.
I stood tall.

Fowler: So you’re not exactly a union man?

Clara: That’s charming, Mr. Fowler, but not a risk -- not for you. It’s strategy. And it’s
not working.

Clara: I’m a nurse.
Fowler: I’ve got work.
Fowler: Union takes care of me just fine.
Clara: To compromise and fear!
Clara [shouts to the bar]: Drinks are on the union man!
Crowd: [Cheers.]
Fowler: No! No! She’s drunk.
Clara: I must be, because I thought Central Federated just sold out you and all your
comrades for a bottle of rye.
Fowler: Well it’s complicated ...
Clara: That’s not complicated at all. Your union is just another boss.
Fowler: It’s no August Belmont.
Clara: OK. So what is your plan?
Fowler: We need power. And if we want power we have to organize. All of us on this
railroad. Not just the carpenters and the hoisters, but all of us. One big union.
Clara: And how do you plan on doing that?
Fowler: We must inspire men to action.
Clara: It’s just me here. You don’t have to make another speech.
Fower: I’m not afraid to tell it like it is.
Clara: I know, and it’s sweet. But people like you and I have to risk everything. We have
to act as much as we talk.

SCENE 5
LOCATION: UPTOWN 4/5 TRAIN BETWEEN 14TH STREET
STATION AND 59TH STREET STATION
SETTING: THE MINEOLA, AUGUST BELMONT’S PRIVATE
SUBWAY CAR, 1904
Belmont sits in front of a well appointed desk. Amid clutter is a framed photograph of Clara.
A clerk sits next to Belmont, looking up from a typewriter or adding figures on some old
machine. The noise is almost percussion for the scene, and at some point Belmont will glare
him out of the room. Fowler comes down the aisle.
Belmont: Do you know why you are here Mr. Fowler?
Fowler: You want to pay me back wages, sir?
Belmont: You are here, Mr. Fowler, because, for some reason, the men listen to you.
Fowler: They have an ear for the truth Mr. Belmont.
Belmont: And which truth is that?
Fowler: That you’re not paying us what we deserve.
Belmont: What makes you think you deserve a job?
Fowler: The way I see it, you’ve got a job that needs done, and me and my kind get jobs
done.

Belmont: Indeed. But there are a lot of men who get jobs done.
Fowler: Of course there are. You and your friends make sure boats full of them keep
coming. How do you manage?
Belmont: I work very hard for my money.
[Picks up receipts from clerk.]
Fowler: Your daddy was a banker.
Belmont: And my daughter is a nurse.
[To clerk] Would you please leave!
[Clerk leaves.]
But that does not mean that I do not work the same as you. The rolling stock, the
machinery for generating electricity, and also the power house, sub-stations, and the
real estate -- that is all my work. All that, so you, Mr. Fowler, can be a carpenter.
Fowler: Sit down in this glorified cigar box and tell me you work a hundred times harder
than the rockmen. Tell me you work a thousand times harder than the goddamn water
boy and I’ll drown you myself.
Belmont: But there’s the risk. My personal liability alone ...
Fowler: Liability? What about ours! 10 dead in Washington Heights. Six killed in the
Park Avenue explosion.
Belmont: Please.
Fowler: Oh, I’m sorry this is distasteful.
Belmont: It’s not. It’s boring. And necessary. Men want to be a part of something that’s
bigger than themselves. The pyramids of Egypt ...
Fowler: Built by slaves!
Belmont: The great pyramids of Egypt are the only wonder of the world left, and they
have been there for 4,000 years. Great men made sacrifices for those ...
Fowler: Monuments of death?
Belmont: Monuments of achievement.

Yusef: But we actually found something back there.
Fowler: This subway is not your achievement: It’s ours. Look at my hands.
Katie: Maybe you could get on the Discovery Channel.
Belmont: But these hands signed the checks.
Yusef: Look, that writing was something.
Fowler: You’re building the subway because you want to get rich.
Katie: The only love stories people care about is their own.
Belmont: I’m already rich. I’m building a city. That’s what you and your bearded friends
will never understand. Incentive. Reward. You’re so naïve you actually think this is
about money.

Yusef: I’ll tell Romeo and Juliet.
Katie: You can tell William fucking Shakespeare. That’s just bullshit on concrete.

Fowler: But you have a 50 year contract to collect the nickels anyway.
Yusef: But that “bullshit” is old.
Belmont: Mr. Fowler, we are inventing the future. We are on the leading edge with this
rapid transit railroad.

Katie: Look, no one writes anything in the tunnels except for track code and graffiti
morons.

Fowler: London beat you by 30 years. And you’re stealing plans from Hungarians.
Yusef: So maybe he didn’t have any place else to write.
Belmont: This is not a race, but mark my word: We shall win.
Katie: Who the fuck cares? Give me the cleaner.

SCENE 6
LOCATION: UPTOWN 4/5 PLATFORM, 59TH STREET STATION
SETTING: UPTOWN 4/5 PLATFORM, 59TH STREET STATION

Yusef: Maybe I care.

Katie and Yusef still cleaning.

Yusef: What?

Katie: All kind of people living down here. One time Mikey was waiting on the N train
and this crack whore walks out of the tunnel. Like a ghost. And Mikey’s just standing
there. Half looking at her. Half hoping she don’t see him. And she just walks right up to
him and says, “Suck yo’ dick for a bag of chips!”

Katie: Revs. Like in the tunnels.

Yusef: That’s gross.
Katie: Yeah. Gross. Funny too. “Suck yo’ dick for a bag of chips!”
Yusef: Would you stop talking for one minute? We have to get this finished by shift.
Katie: I can stop talking whenever I want. Am I annoying you? I don’t want to annoy
you. You know, I used to work with Loud Mary up at ...
Yusef: Katie! I want to call the Post about that love letter at Borough Hall.
Katie: Fucking Yusef.

Katie: OK, you want to know about writing? You ever hear about Revs?

Yusef: What are you talking about?
Katie: Revs is just graffiti. But you see it in every tunnel. Every fucking tunnel. That guy
Revs was a graffiti moron. Grew up painting trains. Where the fuck were you in the 90s?
Revs met a guy named Cost and the two of them painted New York. You never seen
anything like it. Cost and Revs. The size of billboards. They were famous. Cost actually
fucked Madonna.
Yusef: I thought you hated graffiti.
Katie: It’s bullshit. But this guy is different. So Cost gets caught. Law and Order. Twenty
years probation and a life sentence of community service. He has to clean so much graf
that he can’t even keep a job.
Yusef: What happens to Revs?

Clara: Like a fool.
Katie: You got a bag of chips?
Fowler: Sure. But that doesn’t explain what you’re doing here.
Yusef: You’re gross.
Clara: Um. It’s a sort of surveillance. I’m, um, I’m making a report for a group of ...
Katie: OK, Revs knows the cops are after him. So he goes underground. But for real.
Into the tunnels. And he starts painting everything.

Fowler: You should stop.

Yusef: But no one would see it.

Clara: Why?

Katie: He starts writing his life story out, page by page, on the walls. From Pelham
Bay to New Lots, from Ditmas out to Stillwell. Every wall, every pillar, every coffin
everywhere. In spray paint. Family stuff. Private stuff. Everywhere.

Fowler: I came here tonight because I couldn’t stop thinking about what you said. Then
I had a, an interview, with Mr. Belmont in his private car. Do you know it? There was a
picture of you on his desk. Took me a minute to realize it really was you.

Yusef: Like a map.

Clara: I see.

Katie: Like a private fucking diary. He wrote 500 pages. And it’s gonna last forever.
I thought that’s what you were looking at up by Borough Hall, but the story was all
wrong. The letters too.

Fowler: You’re not compiling reports here any more than I am. You’re Belmont’s
daughter.
Clara: You’ve found me out Mr. Fowler.

Yusef: How do you know this?
Fowler: This wasn’t as satisfying as I thought it was going to be.
Katie: Stories. Everyone knows that guy. He wrote so much people thought he must
work for the MTA. It was like his job. Then he got caught. Turns out he just had the
MTA jumpsuit.

Clara: Clearly. Why don’t you explain your tuxedo.
Fowler: No questions if I get them back to the laundry by tomorrow morning.

Yusef: Why’d he do it?
Clara: And what if my father sees you?
Katie: Who knows? What did you say? Maybe he just didn’t have any other place to
write.

Fowler: Your father won’t see anything he’s not looking for. Come on, dance with me.
[They start to dance.]

SCENE 7
LOCATION: 59TH STREET MURAL ROOM
SETTING: A DANCE AT BELMONT’S MANSION, 1904

Fowler: Make sure you don’t look like you’re having too much fun.

The band plays a waltz. Couples dance. Belmont presides over the party. Clara off to the
side in a ball gown. Fowler enters in a tuxedo, surprising her. He is still wearing work boots.

Fowler: You’re quite the actress.

Fowler: I couldn’t find anyone to dance with either.

Clara: For a minute I thought you were trying to romance me.

Clara: What are you doing here?

Fowler: No, I’m trying to reconcile you.

Fowler: Risking something.

Clara: What’s that supposed to mean?

Clara: I’ll do my best.

Fowler: It means that you’re playing two roles here. One of them is a whipsmart nurse
hanging around with lowlifes like me. The other is an heir to one of New York’s banking
fortunes. I’m trying to figure out which one is a character.
Clara: There you go again with your this way and that way. I contradict myself ? Very
well then, I contradict myself. I contain multitudes.
Fowler: And that explains why you slum about with radicals?
Clara: You can’t live inside the palace forever. Eventually you want to find out what’s on
the other side of the walls.
Fowler: So you can report back?
Clara: So I can understand something about how the world works.
Fowler: Your father can’t have a lot of patience for your new friends.
Clara: My father doesn’t know anything about my friends. The nursing drives him crazy
enough.
[Belmont cuts in, Fowler eludes him.]
Belmont: There is a fine gentleman over there and I would like to present you.
Clara: You know I don’t want to meet him.
Belmont: You did not even look for him.
Clara: I’ve met enough of your suitors to know.
Belmont: Clara, you are practically a spinster and I will not have it.
Clara: You don’t have any say in the matter.
Belmont: I have every say. You will quit this foolish nursing work of yours. It is indecent.
I will see to it myself.
Clara: Father, you’re very warm. You mustn’t boil your blood. Go mind your party. Step
outside and cool yourself down.
Belmont: We will discuss this later.
[Belmont leaves the room, Fowler back to dance.]

Fowler: You dance like a train.

Clara: Now.

Clara: You sure know how to talk to a girl.

SCENE 8
LOCATION: UPTOWN 6 TRAIN BETWEEN 59TH STREET AND
86TH STREET STATIONS
SETTING: THE MINEOLA, 1904

Fowler: Fast. That’s what I meant. A train’s a beautiful thing. It’s a ....
Clara: Look, do you want a revolution?
Fowler: OK, I was done with the small talk.
Clara: I am very serious. Do you want a revolution?
Fowler: I do.
Clara: Then fall in love with me.
Fowler: What’s that going to do for the 54-hour week?
Clara: How could you say something so stupid? It doesn’t matter. Because you will be
free. Don’t you get it? You can’t tell anyone in love what to do! True love is reckless and
irresponsible; it cares about one thing: the heart. There are no cowards in love. Not real
love. Love is for heroes.
Fowler: Do I look like I need a wife?
Clara: I’m talking about love -- real love -- not convention. Love has nothing to do with
what you see all around you. I am talking about real, passionate love. The kind where
you can’t think about anything else. The kind that makes your heart grow.
Fowler: Love has nothing to do with this.
Clara: Love has everything to do with this. Your capacity to genuinely care about others
is directly related to your capacity for love.
Fowler: The men I work with don’t need some organizer who chases rainbows.
Clara: But you’re wrong, Mr. Fowler, my fidgety dancer. If there’s one thing this city
needs it’s big hearts.
Fowler: How do you know what this city needs?
Clara: Show me the tunnels and I’ll tell you.
Fowler: Now?

Fowler and Clara come crashing in with a can of gasoline. They wear their street clothes.
Fowler: Destroying property isn’t the same thing as destroying people’s lives.
Clara: Now you’re talking.
Fowler: I’m glad you approve.
Clara: Well.
Fowler: Well give me a match.
Clara: No! You don’t understand!
Fowler: Belmont -- your father -- plays bullies rules. I can’t fight a war against a bully.
He’s got the city, the cops, the newspapers, even half the goddamn unions on his side.
He’s got his own thugs for chrissake. Have you seen his thugs? I’m one guy with a big
mouth.
Clara [trying to kiss him]: It’s a very nice mouth.
Fowler: Clara, this isn’t about you and me. Little guys fight with symbols, and you’ve got
to admit that a private subway car on fire is a pretty good symbol.
Clara: Let me tell you something about symbols. If you’re getting into that kind of fight
your symbols have to be perfectly clear. What is this car on fire? What the hell does that
mean? That you hate August Belmont? That you want to destroy the subway system?
That you want to put all of those men out of work?
What you hate so much is bigger than all of that. You’re angry, but you’re angry at the
wrong thing. It’s not my father. It’s not this subway. It’s the careless inhumanity of this
machine.
Fowler: Then let me burn it out.
Clara: If you’re going to light it on fire then you better be building something to replace
it.

Fowler: I’m building the electric railroad.

[Ushers as Pinkerton-type thugs enter open doors grab Clara, and pull her to the next train
car.]

Clara: Do you want to know how to win?
[Train pulls out of the station.]
Fowler: Yes.
[Music.]
Clara: You have to do something impossible.
Fowler: Like what?
Clara: My father looks at the world though the smoke of his own ambition. Life is all
figures to him: tons of rock and miles of track. You have to light that up.
Fowler: We’re all men down here. And he doesn’t care about anyone.
Clara: Right.
Fowler: But that’s exactly it. The whole thing.
Clara: Yes.
Fowler: So the only thing he’s really afraid of is love.
Clara: Finally.
[Kissing. Almost violent kissing. Things breaking everywhere.]
[Train pulling into station.]
Clara: What’s that?
Fowler: What?
Clara: There’s someone outside.
Fowler: It’s Belmont’s thugs.
Clara: Quick, out the door.
Fowler: But he already hates me. You have no idea what he’ll do to you.
Clara: I know exactly what he’ll do. Go, hide.
Fowler: Clara!

SCENE 9
LOCATION: UPTOWN 4, 5 TRAIN BETWEEN 86TH STREET AND
125TH STREET STATION
SETTING: BOWERY NICKELODEON, 1904
Train arrives in station preset. One side of the train is dark. A film shows an IRT train
passing through stations in 1905. The band plays with the film. After two minutes August
Belmont steps into the light. He holds Fowler’s scarf.
Belmont: Magnificent isn’t it? We are building the best subway system in the world.
Indeed we have built it.
What they will call the Subway Age of New York was inaugurated on October 27, 1904,
when the 35-mile system, costing more than 75 million dollars for construction and
equipment, was open for public travel. The rock blasting, sand digging, and construction
work has taken three years and seven months, including delays caused by strikes and
labor troubles of nearly a year.
It has required an army of nearly 10,000 men. It is not easy at first to avoid the
overwhelming glamour of bigness. But it was as inevitable as the course of nature. A
great work like this gives us somehow the impression of having projected itself; it was
the city putting out an arm.
My daughter Clara? I love her, but she is misguided, temporarily corrupted by the
passions and impracticalities of youth. She’s been sent to the Northampton Sanatorium
for rest, and she’ll stay there until she’s calmed down.
And Fowler? A fly, a pest -- nothing more. He thought he could rescue her and I have
made sure he can not. There is no place for him to go in this city. It’s true, I have searched.
But it is the police who will find him. And then he will be punished.
My men tell me he hides in tunnels and sleeps in spoil buckets. They say he writes love
letters on the walls.
He does not know love.

Love does not last.
There is only achievement.
And this ... this is mine.

SCENE 10
LOCATION: 4,5,6 125 STREET STATION
SETTING: A GHOST SPACE, PRESENT
Audience gathers around an empty guard’s booth a television monitor. Fowler appears on
the monitor and starts to write on a wall. The guide holds a boombox playing Fowler’s voice.
Katie and Yusef are on the same monitor in another frame.
Fowler [recorded]: I wished I was a poet, if only to find words for you. But a match is just
a match, and a word is just a word. They are weak in this world. And here I am, a man of
action, reduced to words, to writing them on a wall that no one will see.
Who are these letters for? Maybe writing them is the only action I have left, what keeps
me from lying down in wet concrete.
Maybe they are for you too. And memory. Of you careening through tunnels. A game of
tag in and out of the underpinning. Your eyes shining, the color of stars, a drink of cool
water from the river underneath Central Park.
Do you remember?
I didn’t understand. Clara. I thought it was my risk to take.
Not yours.
You told me we have to talk across time. You said love is the grand adventure, the
inspiration of poets, artists, and idealists.
Our job is not to change the world. If we are lucky we will make a mark on a wall that
will be around long enough to remind someone else that it has always been this bad.
That you change yourself first.
That you do not have to win, but you absolutely must fight.
We’ve made our mark on this world --- and it’s made its mark on us.

[The End]
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SCENE BREAKDOWNS
TERMS AND EXPLANATIONS:
Stage: This is live action, or people who are being seen by an audience.
Set Crew: This are the people who are actually on set for the purposes of lighting,
costuming, or minding set and props.
Holding: Just about to go on stage; sometimes split into multiple areas. Unseen by
audience.
Backstage: Production and holding for actors not getting ready to go on.
Transit: People on their way to somewhere else, separate from the current location of
the play.
About Number System: In this document each person in each department is noted by
a number. That number refers to the same person throughout the duration of the play.
For example, Logistics 1 is always Kim, Costumes 2 is always Violette.

WARDROBE and MAKEUP CALL FOR ALL ACTORS:
Location: Jeff ’s apartment, Brooklyn
Time: 6:00pm
Personnel: All actors, lighting, dancers-anyone who needs costuming

Time: 8:55-9:15pm
Stage Location: Borough Hall station, center of the uptown 4/5 platform, see picture
Holding Location: Just around the corner from stage, in corridor between 4/5 and 2/3
Backstage Location: 2/3 platform, just out of view of the uptown 4/5 platform
Stage: Band, Julie
Set Crew: Logistics 1 (Kim), Logistics 2 (Alex), Lighting 1 ( Jonathan)
Holding: Belmont, Katie, Yusef
Backstage: Costumes 1 (Sarah Mac), 2 (Violette), Costumes 3 (Daniel), Costumes
4 (Alita), Set 3 (Ben), Set 4 ( Jason), Lighting 2 (Hackett), 3 (Mark), Logistics 3
(Ricardo), Logistics 4 (Cheryl), Dancer 1 (Veronica), 2 (Sibohan), Clara, Fowler,
Porters 1 (Eleanor), 2 (Mia)
Action: Band will play while audience gathers around Julie; they will just be hanging
out around her until 9:15pm

Introduction 3:00 min
Julie’s first speech: How the play works.

SHOW CALL:
Full cast and crew meeting
Location: Backstage
Time: 8:30pm
Backstage Location: Front of the Manhattan-bound 2/3 platform, near elevator
Backstage: Costumes, Set, Lighting, Logistics, Dancers, Band, Porters, and Actors
TICKETING:
Location/Stage: Pizzeria above ground at Borough Hall
Time: 8:30pm
Stage: House Manager Robin Lehto
Action:
House Manager issues tickets at the cafe, then directs audience to center platform of
uptown 4/5 train.
They will start to head down to the subway between 8:50-8:55pm.
Audience will meet Julie in the middle of the uptown 4/5 platform.
Audience should all be with Julie on the platform by 9:15pm. Robin will come down
to confirm that all audience is present.
MUSIC FOR AUDIENCE TO GATHER BY:
Band plays 20 minute set, Julie greets.
Setting: Present

Location: Borough Hall station, center of the uptown 4/5
Setting: Present
Time: 9:15pm
Stage Location: Borough Hall station, center of the uptown 4/5 platform, see picture
Holding Location: Just around the corner from Stage, in corridor between 4/5 and
2/3
Backstage Location: 2/3 platform, just out of view of the uptown 4/5 platform
Stage: Julie
Set Crew: Logistics 1, Logistics 2
Holding: Belmont, Katie, Yusef, Cleaning Cart
Backstage: Costumes 1,2,3,4 Set 1,2,3,4, Lighting 1,2,3, Logistics 3,4, Dancer 1,2,
Clara, Fowler, Band

Action:
• Julie gives play introduction.
• Katie and Yusef in holding will go out first in next scene, followed by
Belmont.
• Then leads group to the blue pillars.
• Scene one takes place on 4/5 center of the Manhattan-bound platform, in
front of the blue pillars.
• Belmont exits through the crowd to backstage at the front of the 4/5
platform.
• Lighting 1 exits to backstage, front of the 4/5 platform.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Belmont follows Katie and Yusef.
No costumes on stage, except Lighting 1.
Belmont delivers prologue while Katie and Yusef are cleaning. They have
cleaning cart.
At the end of the scene Julie leads audience past corridor to the end of the
platform to Katie and Yusef.
Backstage crew is careful to stay out of view of the corridor.
Backstage crew head to the front car of the Manhattan-bound 4/5 platform
after audience passes corridor.
Logistics 3,4 stay in the center of the platform to watch for end of the
following scene.

Scene 1 (3:50)
Belmont delivers prologue.

Scene 2 (2:00-3:00)
Katie and Yusef discover love letters

Location: Borough Hall Platform, 4/5 center of the Manhattan-bound platform, in
front of the blue pillars
Setting: Present
Time: 9:18pm
Stage Location: 4/5 center of the Manhattan-bound platform, in front of the blue
pillars
Holding Location: None
Backstage Location: 2/3 platform, near the corridor to the 4/5

Location: 4/5 Manhattan Bound Borough Hall platform
Setting: 2004 platform
Time: 9:22pm
Stage Location: Back of the 4/5 Manhattan-bound platform
Holding Location: none
Backstage Location: Front car of the Manhattan-bound 4/5 train

Stage: Belmont, Yusef, Katie, cleaning cart, Julie

Set Crew: Logistics 1,2

Set Crew: Logistics 1, Logistics 2, Lighting 1, Set 1

Backstage: Costumes 1,2,3,4 Set 1,2,3,4, Lighting 3, Logistics 3,4, Dancers 1,2, Porters
1,2, Clara, Fowler, Belmont, Band

Backstage: Costumes 1,2,3,4 Set 2,3,4, Cart, Lighting 2,3, Logistics 3,4, Dancers 1,2,
Clara, Fowler, Band
Action:
• Katie and Yusef leave holding before Belmont, begin cleaning the end of the
platform.

Stage: Yusef, Katie, Julie, Cleaning Cart

Action:
• Julie and Yusef are cleaning subway walls. Cleaning cart is in scene.
• At end of scene the Katie and Yusef take cart to front of train.
• Sets 1,2 rush down to meet the cart midplatform and take it to the front of
train.

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Logistics 3,4 are in the center of platform. When Logistics 3,4 see that the
cart is on the way (scene is finished), Logistics 3 tells Backstage crew to
board the next train, Logistics 4 tells Set crew that they can board the next
train.
Cast and set crew board the last car of the train.
At the end of the scene Julie guides audience on to the last car of the 4/5
train through the center door.
The cart rushes to front car of train (they get on the middle of train if they
don’t make it to front car).
Julie tells the audience stories while they wait for the train and during the
train ride to Fulton station. There is no scene between Borough Hall and
Fulton station.
Julie and audience get off train at Fulton, walk toward front of train and
toward stage: Belmont’s gate.
Dancers 1,2, Porters 1,2, and Katie and Yusef will go straight to 59th Street
at the end of this scene.

Scene 3 (3:50-4:00)
Rally outside the Belmont estate

Location: Fulton station
Setting: 1904, Belmont’s gate
Time: 9:38pm
Stage Location: In front of iron gate. Walk off front car of 4/5 train at Fulton stop
down short hall
Backstage Location: At very front of 4/5 platform
Holding Locations:
Holding 1: Near ticket booth next to front of Manhattan bound 4/5 location. Set 4 as
Bloody Head Extra, Costume 2 with blood
Holding 2: Back of 4/5 uptown platform. Costumes 4 (bartender), Set 1,2, Logistics
3, Band, Bar
Holding 3: Right around the corner from Holding 2. (Fowler exits to Holding 3 at
end of his lines.)

Stage: Fowler, Clara
Set Crew: Lighting 1,2,3 as Worker Extras, Logistics 1,2, Set 3 with Protest Signs and
Apple Box
Backstage: Costumes 1,3, Logistics 4, Belmont
Action:
• Stage and Set Crew get off of front car of 4/5 train at Fulton station and go
directly to Stage. Get set for scene.
• Audience gets off last car of 4/5 train at Fulton. Julie leads them up the
platform and toward the stage.
• Cart gets off train at Fulton station and goes directly into Holding 2. Sets
convert to bar cart.
• Costumes 4 (bartender), Set 1,2, Logistics 3, Band get off front car of 4/5 at
Fulton and walk down the platform toward the end of the train to Holding
2. They will pass the audience on their way to the stage.
• Set 4 as Bloody Head hides from audience with Backstage crew. Once the
audience passes, Set 4 Bloody Head and Costume 2 go to Holding 1 to await
time where he rushes into scene.
• Backstage crew: Costumes 1,2,3, Logistics 4, Belmont get off front of 4/5
train, go to Backstage. Wait there until scene is over and audience has been
led to back of 4/5 platform.
AT END OF SCENE
• Fowler exits to Holding 3.
• Julie leads audience to the back of uptown 4/5. Meet Bar Cart and Costume
4 bartender with cider.
• At end of Scene 3, Clara follows audience to the last car of the train.
• When train comes: Fowler, Costume 4 as bartender, Bar Cart get on last car
of train through last door.
• Julie, Audience, and Clara gets on last car through the middle door.
• Band enters through the third door from the rear and moves toward the
middle of the train.
Transit: Dancers 1,2, Porters 1,2, and Katie and Yusef do not get off at Fulton for
this scene and continue up to 59th Street.

Scene 4 (3:32-4:00)
Bar scene.

•
•
•
•
•

to 59th Street station to set up for Ballroom scene.
Logistics 4 continues on to 59th Street.
Julie leads audience out of train at 14th Street.
Rest of crew gets out at 14th Street.
Fowler and Bar Cart get out at 14th Street. Set crew makes bar cart into a
desk for next scene, the Mineola.
Fowler, Belmont, Lighting 1,2,3 (with 1 as Belmont’s aide), Set 1,2,3
Logistics 1,2, Costumes 3,4 wait near (but out of sight if possible) of
audience so they can easily get back on the last car of next train for next
scene.

Scene 5 (3:40)
Mineola interview
Location: Uptown 4/5 train between Fulton and 14th Street
Setting: Ale House 1904
Time:
Stage Location: Last car of 4/5 uptown train on way from Fulton to 14th Street, end
of car
Holding Location: Same car as stage, toward front of car, away from audience
Backstage Location:
Backstage 1. First car of the 4/5 uptown train
Backstage 2: Third to last car of the 4/5 uptown train
Stage: Fowler, Clara, Julie, Band, Costumes 4 as Bartender, Bar Cart
Set Crew: Logistics 1,2,3 Lighting 1,2,3 Set 1,2 as Carpenter Extra, Costumes 1,2,3
Holding: Set 3 as Going Back to Work Extra
Backstage:
Backstage 1 (Front of 4/5): Set 4
Backstage 2 (Third to last car of the uptown 4/5 platform; hiding from audience):
Belmont, Logistics 4
Belmont (But Belmont should ride in the third to last train car to be near the audience
in order to come in at 14th Street)
Transit: Dancers 1,2, Porters 1,2, and Katie and Yusef still on the way to 59th Street
station
Action:
• Band plays until first stop of train (Brooklyn Bridge station) while bar scene
sets up.
• Scripted action begins at Brooklyn Bridge station, band down to whisper
volume. Lighting comes up.
• As scene ends, band takes over for duration of trip to 14th Street.
•
Band, Costumes 1,2, Set 4, and Clara stay on the train and continue on 4/5

Location: Uptown 4/5 train between 14th Street and 59th Street station
Setting: The Mineola, Private Subway Car, 1904
Time: 9:57pm
Stage Location: End of last car of uptown 4/5 train between 14th Street and 59th
Street station
Holding Location: None
Backstage Location: Front car of uptown 4/5 train
Stage: Belmont, Fowler, Julie, Cart as Desk
Set Crew: Lighting 1,2,3 (with 1 as Belmont’s aide), Set 1,2,3 Logistics 1,2, Costumes
3,4
Transit:
Transit 1: Band, Costumes 1,2, Logistics 3, Clara, and Set 4 on toward 59th Street
station to set up for Ballroom scene
Transit 2: Logistics
Action:
• When train arrives audience gets on last car of train through middle door.

•
•
•
•

Stage and Set Crew gets on last car of train through last door.
Set up scene between 14th Street and 23rd Street. Scene dialog begins while
moving past 23rd Street. Lighting comes up.
At the end of the scene Julie leads audience off train at 59th Street for Scene
6 with Katie and Yusef. Scene will take place at back of 4/5 uptown platform.
Everyone not in Scene 6 heads to front of platform and up the last staircase
to the mural room. Walk on the uptown 4/5 platform to the front of the
platform, take the last staircase to the mural room.

Scene 6 (3:00 to 4:00)
Katie and Yusef on graffiti

•
•

At end of scene 6 Julie leads audience to mural room to far wall, near the
white tile columns.
Yusef and Katie take the 4/5 to 125th Street. Go to Holding area for Scene
10.

Note: The 4/5 train might run local from 14th Street to 59th Street. That means our
train will stop on the 6 platform at 59th Street. If that happens:
• All cast and crew except those in Scene 6 head to mural room via 4/5
platform. Take long stairs next to the escalator (and *not* the short set of
stairs to the downtown 4/5/6).
• Sets 1,2,3, Porters 1,2 will already be at end of uptown 6 platform. Just stay
where you are.
• Julie will lead audience down the long stairs to the back end of uptown 4/5
platform.
• At end of scene 6 Julie leads audience to mural room, past stairs, near the
white tile columns.
• Yusef and Katie wait for audience to leave, then take the 6 to 125th Street
station. Once there, go to Stage area for Scene 10 which is downstairs to the
back end of the downtown 4/5 platform. Wait there.
• Just before the end of the scene Logistics 2 will run ahead to tell ballroom to
be ready.
Scene 7 (5:15 to 6:45)
Ballroom scene

Location: Uptown 4/5 platform, 59th Street
Setting: 59th Street platform 2004
Time: 10:04pm
Stage Location: Back of the 4/5 uptown platform
Holding Location: none
Backstage Location: Back of the 4/5 downtown platform, off mural room
Stage: Katie, Yusef, Julie
Set Crew: Logistics 1,2
Mural room: Clara, Belmont, Fowler. Dancers 1,2, Lighting 1,2,3, Set 2,4 Costumes
1,2,3, Logistics 3,4
Action:
• Katie and Yusef are waiting at end of uptown 4/5 train platform to start
scene when audience arrives.
• All cast and crew except those in scene head to mural room.
• Set 4, Lighting 1,2,3 have changed to tuxes and waits in the mural room.
• Sets 1,2,3 take cart up the escalator to rear of uptown 6 platform, Sets 1,3
keep the cart set as a desk and wait there.
• Set 2 goes to mural room with chandelier.

Location: 59th Street Mural Room
Setting: Ball at Belmont’s Mansion 1904
Time:
Stage Location: Mural Room, 59th Street station
Holding Location:
Holding 1: Back of downtown 4/5 platform, entrance through mural room
Holding 2: Back of uptown 6 platform
Backstage Location: Back of the 4/5 train, downtown platform

Stage: Fowler, Clara, Belmont, Dancers 1,2, Set 4 as dancer, and Lighting 3 as dancer,
Costumes 2,3 as dancers, Band, Julie
Set Crew: Logistics 1,2, Set 2 with chandelier, and Logistics 3, 4, Lighting 1,2
Holding 1: Fowler for entrance
Holding 2: Set 1,3 with Cart, Costumes 1,4 waiting to change Clara and Folwer,
Logistics 3, Porters 1,2 with AV cart and screen
Action:
• Julie leads audience to the mural room from uptown 4/5 platform, to wall
near the white tile columns.
• Logistics 2,4 watches and alerts Stage and Set Crew that audience is coming.
• Lighting team becomes background for ballroom scene.
• Band starts at full volume, comes down to 1/4 volume when they see Fowler
close to Clara, and plays out a measure or two after the two actors leave the
scene.
• Scene ends and Clara and Fowler exit scene up the escalator to the back of
the uptown 6 train for costume changes, will meet Costumes 1,4 at the back
of the uptown 6.
• Julie leads audience to last car of the uptown 6.
• Audience gets on last car of 6 train through middle door.
• Mineola Cast, Crew, and Desk Cart get on through last door of last car for
Scene 8.
• Dancers 1,2 Lighting 2, Set 2, Costumes 1, Porters 1,2, Logistics 3, 4 and
Belmont will take the last car of the following 6 train for in order to preset
the Nickelodeon.
• Logistics 3 has AV cart.
• Logistics 4 will tell the Nickelodeon preset crew when to go up to 6 platform
(we don’t want the audience to see).

Setting: The Mineola 1904
Time: 10:29pm
Stage Location: End of the last car of uptown 6 train
Holding Location: Front of the last car of the uptown 6 train
Backstage: None
Stage: Fowler, Clara, Julie, Violinist from Band, Cart, Lantern
Set Crew: Lighting 1,3, Logistics 1,2, Set 1,2,3,4
Holding: Set 3,4 as Belmont’s thugs Extras
Transit:
Transit 1: Dancers 1,2, Lighting 2, Costumes 1,2,3,4, Porters 1,2, Logistics 4 with AV
cart, Band, and Belmont preset 6 train for Nickelodeon
Action:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Scene 8 (3:10)
Mineola climax

•

Mineola scene takes place between 59th and 86th streets.
Fowler has Lantern from lighting.
Just before 77th Street, Clara should be standing near rear door of car.
At 77th Street Sets 3,4 exit center door, run to last door of last car, and grab
Clara. They drag her out of train and then wait for next train, getting on at
the front (because the back car will be the Nickelodeon).
Clara, Set 3,4 go to the front of the platform and take the next 6 to 125th
Street and go to Scene 10 holding, at the stairs at the front of the uptown
4/5 platform.
Violin plays after Clara is snatched away, with Fowler brooding.
Julie leads audience off train at 86th Street station.
Julie and audience wait for the next 6 train and get on last car through
middle door for Nickelodeon scene.
Sets 1,2, Logistics 4, Fowler, Lighting 1,3 and Cart stay on the train and
continue to 125th Street. All go to Scene 10 holding, arriving before Clara.
Sets 1,3 and Cart will take elevator down to 4/5 downtown platform, stay
out of view, and wait for curtain call.

Scene 9 (3:00)
Belmont’s resolution in Nickelodeon
Location: Uptown 6 train between 86th and 125th street stations
Setting: Bowery Nickelodeon 1904
Time: 10:39pm
Stage Location: Last car on the end of the uptown 6 train
Backstage: All cast and crew from prior scenes continue to 125th Street station, scene
10 holding
Location: Uptown 6 train between 59th and 86th street stations

Stage: Belmont, Julie, Band
Set Crew: (also in the last car of train, opposite side of the car from the film) Dancers
1,2, Lighting 2, Set 2, Logistics 1,2,3 Costumes 1, Porters 1,2
Transit: Sets 1,3 with the Cart, Lighting 1,3, Clara, Logistics 3 and Fowler continue to
125th Street
Action:
• Nickelodeon train arrives preset, with butcher paper over the lights on the
back half of the last car.
• If for some reason the next train arrives, and isn’t pre-set as the Nickelodeon,
Julie and audience do not board and wait for pre-set train. The Logistics
person will tell you what to do.
• Film starts right away. Band plays.
• Belmont starts speaking at 96th Street. Band at 1/4 volume.
• Belmont finishes speech at 116. Band comes up to full volume.
• Julie and Audience exit train at 125th Street, she takes them down the first
set of stairs to the back of the downtown 4/5 platform.
• Porters 1,2 takes A/V cart to Scene 10 stage, the back of the downtown 4/5
train, with audience.
• At 125th Street, stage and set crew exit train. Stay on uptown 4/5 platform
(don’t follow audience) to Scene 10 holding at the last set of stairs. Wait with
other cast/crew for curtain call.
• Logistics 4 will ask booth guard for permission.

Scene 10 (2:00)
Fowler’s coda

Location: 4,5,6 125th Street station
Setting: A Ghost Space/TV monitors, present
Time: 10:50pm
Stage Location: Very north end of the station, Manhattan/downtown 4/5 platform
Holding Location: Front of uptown 4,5,6 platform at top last set of stairs

Stage: Julie, Fowler, Katie, Yusef
Set crew: Logistics 3 with AV cart, Logistics 4
Holding: All cast and crew for curtain call
Action:
• Logistics 4 waits in middle of uptown 4/5 platform and tells actors and Set
Crew when audience is on the way.
• Anyone not in Scene 10 stays in holding, quiet.
• At curtain call, a few actors at a time will come down the stairs for applause
from audience.
• Logistics 2 cues curtain call start.
• Curtain call in this order:
•
1. Band (and plays through)
•
2. Lighting (lighting people behind them)
•
3. Sets (around the corner from the audience, not downstairs)
•
4. Costumes
•
5. Katie and Yusef (entering from their spot on the platform)
•
6. Clara and Fowler
•
7. Belmont and Julie
• After curtain call, entire cast and crew goes to the front of the downtown 4/5
platform, away from the Audience/Stage.
• Julie thanks audience and says that they can come up to the front of the train
to meet the cast. We will be taking the next 4/5.

I*R*T
INFREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Why a play in the subway?
A few years ago a friend of mine put on a play at an off-off-off Broadway theater. He
rented the space for four weeks with the hopes that a good opening weekend would
generate word of mouth and fill up the theater for the rest of the month. It was not a
fancy place. There were cobwebs on the lights and the room had a strange layout. It
was the kind of theater that had been scrapped together for shows like his, sure, but in
this go-go decade, space was at a premium -- especially for the arts.
He laid out $10,000 of his own money.
That was just the rent. He managed to get a rehearsal room for free, but there were
all sorts of other costs, even for a show on the cheap: costumes, puppets, a projector,
materials for the sets, pizza for the crew. I never asked, but I figure the show must have
cost him at least $15,000.
The play was a small disaster. It won a decent review in the Times, but it was a slight
piece, full of whimsy, and he never really drew full houses. He lost big.
I’m remember feeling pretty indignant about the matter. How could a non-profit art
space supposedly dedicated to independent theater charge so much? Ten thousand
dollars is a lot of money. By comparison it was about half the money I was making in a
year. For an art project.
I remember thinking, Why don’t you just do the show in the subway?
Are you going to talk about this play?
Yes. That was the start of the idea. In New York the subway is where we all come
together. It’s probably the single best thing about our city -- one that we took for
granted immediately -- and what makes us different from most any place I’ve ever
been. The subway in Argentina is cooler, the Paris Metro is more romantic, and I hear
that Tokyo is far more efficient, but we run 24 hours a day, seven day a week, and you
can get pretty much anywhere in the city for $2. It’s one place in New York where a
homeless woman can sit next to a billionaire -- if either can get a seat.
In the winter, the subway is one of the only public places where you can spend more
than 15 minutes without freezing. I decided that I wanted to do something in the
subway. That’s how it started. Something.

What was it like to go to the show?

knew that the cars themselves were basically unmonitored.

You and 29 other people picked up your ticket at a pizza place in Brooklyn. Our house
manager pointed you to the nearby Borough Hall subway station. You found a band
busking on the platform, and then a tour guide showed up a few minutes later. For the
next two hours the guide led you and the rest of the audience on and off trains, from
one station to the next. There were 10 scenes in the play, all stitched together with
stories and anecdotes that provided a context for the action. Some of the scenes were
on the trains themselves, and others happened in stations. Meanwhile, a cast and crew
of roughly 30 people shadowed the audience, sending out actors, scenery, and props.

Still, I didn’t have any sense of form or content. I needed to do more research, to
scout. So I went out with George Graham, a friend, one night just to look. Sometimes
you have to look at a space that you use every day with another kind of eye. I tried
to look away from what the space did and look for what could be done. That night I
found a massive gate attached to a wall in the Fulton station. I looked at big overhead
fans below Grand Central. We found Elizabeth Murray’s colorful tile room at 59th
Street. And there was an empty guard booth at 125th where I became transfixed by
the security cam images scrolling across the monitor. I ended up using several of those
spots in the play.

And this worked?
OK, so how do you get from a security camera to period melodrama set in 1904?
Yes. We did three tech and dress rehearsals and pulled off six shows across two
weekends in January and February 2009.
Was it good?
When the show really worked it was transporting: You could forget where you were.
Lifelong New Yorkers were whisked away, if not caught up in the narrative, then at
least caught up in an event. Good art does one of two things: It shows you something
that you’ve never seen before, or it takes something that you look at every day and
shows it to you in a new way. We were trying to do both things. A few times, I think,
we got there.
Did anything strange happen in the subway?
Yes. Every night. We were all shocked to find out that lots of people use stations for
public bathrooms. Lots. One night I asked why Michele Carlo and Gaylen Hamilton
-- Katie and Yusef -- were not on their marks for the end of the show. They explained
that there was not just a turd on the platform where they were supposed to be, but a
rat making a meal of it.
Not everything was that gross. We made friends with the station agent at Borough
Hall. He eventually let people in costume in free; we invited him to our cast party. We
also won over a bored cop at Borough Hall, made friends with concessionaires, and ran
into one woman sitting in the same exact seat on the 6 train on four different nights. A
crew of teenagers joined in at the end of the ballroom scene one time, and we had an
old-timey dance party on the platform at 125th Street after one show.

I wanted the play to be popular. That is, I wanted people to like it, people on the
platforms and on the trains. I didn’t want to make some sort of inscrutable art piece.
I know that people like comedies and love stories. And I’m not funny enough for
comedy.
I figured that each scene should make sense unto itself. There could be a linear
storyline, but I wanted people who caught just one scene to have a sense of what was
going on. I was also partially inspired Bertolt Brecht’s idea that stock characters allow
audiences to focus on political ideas, but even more so by the Victorian melodrama,
where everyone knows the villain is the guy with the twisty moustache.
I started reading everything I could find about the subway. I went to the picture
collection at the New York Public Library and flipped through folders of old photos. I
went to the Transit Museum. I read about graffiti in the tunnels. I looked at New York
Times archives about building the subway.
Somewhere in all that research I read a story about the Mineola, the private subway
car that belonged to subway financier August Belmont. The train car was outfitted
with leather chairs and hot and cold running water among other amenities. I started
thinking about what kind of person would actually build his own subway car in an
era where immigrants were living 20 to a room in squalorous tenements. It seemed
preposterous.
I decided that I wanted to write something about that era, when the subway was a
great promise and a great struggle.

Why a play?

That’s a subject, not a story.

Because I’d never seen one on the subway. I’d been a part of huge underground subway
parties so I knew that it was possible to move crowds around. And I’d helped replace
advertising in the cars with art with a group called Toyshop several years back, so I

True. I admit I didn’t really know what to write about. I’d never written fiction, and
the whole thing seemed a little too open-ended to me. I leaned back on my research.
For years I had been obsessed with the story of Revs, the graffiti writer who wrote

more than 200 pages from his journal on the walls of subway tunnels in the late 1990s.
George, who scouted with me, suggested I transpose that story to the turn of the
century. Then, all I had to do was figure out why someone would write on the tunnel
walls. Everything clicked into place after that.
I plotted the entire thing more or less along one subway line. Each location would be a

different scene -- I just had to figure out what happened in each of them.

bunch of questions.
You’re kidding.
No. This was our first play. Yehuda Duenyas, a friend who works with the National
Theater of the United States, suggested I read A Sense of Direction by American

Conservatory Theatre director William Ball, and I based the entire process of
rehearsing and performing on that book.

Is there a political message? There’s a lot about unions and capitalist ...
How did you find actors?
Much of the play is rooted in -- and steals from -- beloved anarchist texts from people
like Emma Goldman and Myles Horton. However, the prevailing message is that you
should make art anywhere you can.
Get to the play.
OK. With part of a script and some locations in mind I started looking for
collaborators, the key people who would make the play look great: set designer Robin
Frohardt, Jonathan Jacobson for lighting, graphic designer Jason Engdahl, costumers
Sarah MacMillan and Violette Olympia ...

Easy. I said I was looking for actors. I wrote a note that explained that I was putting
on a show in public space. I sent that call out to people I know, and I also posted on
Craigslist and Nonsense NYC, a weekly email list that I publish about unusual art
and events. There was no shortage of interest. Within a few minutes I was looking at
several headshots, and I had been clear that it wasn’t really a head-shot kind of show.
I held all auditions underground, mostly in Penn Station around Thanksgiving. There
were National Guardsmen with dogs and machine guns. They ignored us. I wanted to
find out right away if actors had big voices or if they were worried about performing in
public.

So a theater company?
Actually, no. But essentially yes. Most of the people I work with are friends, artists
and creatively engaged people who live in New York. The actors were mostly trained
professionals, and we had a licensed New York City tour guide, but the rest of us didn’t
have much experience in theater. We taught ourselves by reading a lot and asking a

Catherine Yeager came to the audition with two scenes and an urgency that seemed
perfect for Clara. I met Jim Ford in the Canal Street Station and Belmont turned into
a real villain. Gaylen Hamilton, an activist, was comfortable with the idea of breaking
pretty much any subway rule. Michele Carlo came in to read for Katie in a pinch and
picked up the role. And Tyler Caffall already had the beard -- and the chops -- for

Fowler.
It’s a weird thing, watching actors make characters into real people. I’m used to
working with great people and being amazed what they will bring into a project
-- their building skills, the way they solve problems. Actors were something else. I
never understood all the exercises and warm ups and rehearsals, but all that turned
into characters who acted with each other, seemingly oblivious to an audience, like
something was happening for the first time. I am still impressed.
What about the guide?
I found Julie Wiener through Matt Levy, who runs a tour company in New York. I
told him I was looking for the best female tour guide in the city -- the play was already
distinctly male -- and he pointed to her. She showed up to the audition in sneakers and
huge hoop earrings and told me that the dirt excavated from the New York subways
was used to fill out Ellis Island. She got the job instantly, and I continue to tell her that
working with her was the smartest decision I made across the entire play.
Julie, a licensed tour guide who usually works on busses and water taxis, developed
most of the subway stories on her own. She researched stacks of books and came up
with a few topics and then several anecdotes. For example, she told one story about the
history of art in the subway, bolstering it with details about the original IRT tile work,
urban legends about color-coded stations, and up through the subway’s more recent
revitalization. Julie brought stories to rehearsal and told them to the actors. Over time,
we narrowed her stories into particular sequences. She talked about history at Borough
Hall, love in the subway at 14th Street, and unions at 86th Street.
Her talent, in addition to her extremely loud voice, is her timing. If we were waiting
on a platform for a particularly late train, and she was talking about building the
original subway, she would spin out successive details, going further and further
into Boss Tweed’s corruption, what traffic patterns were like in 1895, or a top secret
underground train that ran across a block of Manhattan propelled by a giant fan. Or,
if our ride was about to pull in, she could wrap a story in 15 seconds, and no one in the
audience would know she had more material. She’s a pro.
Where did you rehearse?
In the subway, of course. We did two readings at Rubulad, an underground art
space, and I rented cheap studios for a few special workshops. Other than that, we
met nightly in the subway and rehearsed in public. The actors were incredibly brave.
Several times they jumped on to trains full of commuters and launched into scenes at
full volume, without the benefit of lights, costumes, or an interested audience. Most
of the time people smiled and watched them run the scene. Some never looked up
from their crossword puzzles. And occasionally someone would get up and walk to the
other side of the train. We also did a tech rehearsal and two full dress rehearsals right

before the show. We wanted to make sure that the production seemed effortless to the
audience.
How did you pay for the show?
The show paid for itself. I took a job putting up Christmas decorations to raise some
cash up front. I gave $600 to the set builders and $600 to the costumers. I spent $480
on Metrocards for the actors, and about $200 for rehearsal space. All of that was
covered by ticket sales at $10 each. The whole crew worked for free, and the actors
took a hundred bucks each for their seven weeks of rehearsals and performances. There
were some other costs -- for wine and posters and stuff -- and most of that was covered
by poster sales. We didn’t get paid, but we put on an affordable show in New York on
our own terms and didn’t lose money.
Shouldn’t people get paid for their art?
Yes.
But ...
Art starts from a place of generosity -- especially collaborative art. You give it away.
But you charged for tickets. How do you charge for something that happens in
public?
The show had several audiences. The primary audience paid $10 for a ticket online
and covered our budget. The secondary audience was anyone who happened to be in a
station or on a train during the show. Sometimes (rarely) those people would join our
audience and follow us for a few scenes. But the play was structured so that each scene
was more or less hermetic -- you could understand what was going on if you joined in
at any point.
How did people find out about the show?
We advertised the show briefly on Nonsense NYC. We also sent out email press
releases and we made posters. Mostly though the show was a word-of-mouth affair.
We sold out of tickets for six shows in an hour, and one of the hardest things in the
production was to fend off crashers and keep the audience small enough so that
everyone would be able to see and hear all the scenes.
Did you get permission?
In a word, no. Honestly, we expected some problems from authorities, from either
the Metropolitan Transit Authority or the New York Police. We did a fair amount of
research on the matter and discovered that there are specific laws that allow people to

perform in the subway system. Music -- even amplified music -- is allowed. Cameras
are also allowed, even though there was a short-lived attempt to ban them two years
ago. We were only doing two things that are outside the rules: performing on trains
and using a projector. New Yorkers are pretty used to the first, with the constantly
cycling mariachis and breakdancing children, and our video screening lasted for less
than five minutes.

Right. Our answer: No, but we don’t think we’re doing anything wrong.
I don’t want to get too carried away, but it’s actually a pretty devastating question in
a country that prides itself on freedom, and specifically the freedom to assemble in
public.
The question has implications for the arts as well. Young artists in New York are always
asking for permission of some type. We ask for gallery shows, grants, residencies,
studios, MFAs, or rehearsal spaces from an ever-expanding assembly of gallerists,
nonprofit administrators, publishers, universities, and curators -- professional
gatekeepers all.
Why don’t we stop asking for permission to make art? For permission to make
culture? Why don’t we just engage directly?
A culture of permission demands professionals. It infantilizes artists. It can be
devastating in particular to emerging artists, people who want to take chances, who
don’t have access to huge budgets or serious infrastructure. We ask and we wait. And
projects sit on the shelf, or never make it out of the shared studio.

Of course most New Yorkers know that the police aren’t always up to date on rules
and regulations. Since at least the Guliani era, the police will write you a tickets for
disorderly conduct for pretty much anything that they don’t like. A few months later a
judge will generally drop the ticket, although you still have to suffer waiting in line and
a morning of New York bureaucracy to beat the wrap. If you put on events in public in
New York you get used to the cycle. The consequences are often annoying but rarely
prohibitive.
Our strategy was to always have at least one person, Kim Couchot, who was
designated to talk with authorities. She was well versed in rules and regulations and
carried copies in her bag. Her goal was always to stall for long enough for the actors
to finish the scene. Across nine performances we had only one problem, when our
audience was taking up too much space in a transfer hallway in Fulton station. The
MTA employee told us we couldn’t block the hallway. We agreed, finished the scene,
and left right away.
This all brings up a few interesting points. First, this was the question that everyone
asked ...
Did you get permission?

Meanwhile, spectacular artists drive up ticket prices -- and expectations. And they help
widen the divide between the people on stage and the people paying for a ticket. All
this helps reduce culture to a transaction. We relegate art-making or culture-making
to the professionals. Allow the institutions to say, “This is important. Pay $40 to come
and see the production at BAM.” So the only roles for art become professional artist,
professional curator, and major funders. The public gets to participate only with their
wallets.
I thought you said you weren’t going to get carried away ...
I said I didn’t want to. The thing is, culture and art making are far too important to
be left to the professionals. This is clear in a place like New Orleans where everyone
participates in his or her own version of Mardi Gras. Sure, you can go to the big
parades with sponsored floats made by paid craftspeople and topped by celebrities. But
most people also create their own floats or play in bands in their neighborhood’s own
parades, and the Mardi Gras Indians -- the ultimate independent artists -- steal the
show every time
This is all related. To me, a play like IRT -- really, a site-specific performance like IRT -is intended to pull art off that stage, away from that black box, and out of that gallery.
It puts art and culture in a place where the implicit message is that you -- the audience,
the people on the subway platform -- have access to this same place. All the world’s a
stage, sure. Your stage.

Can you talk about something else? What about press?
Press is one of the ways we told this story. Only 180 people could come to this show.
Probably hundreds more saw a scene or two on a platform or in a train car. So we used
the press to extend the audience of this show. And it worked. There were articles in
the New York Times and the New York Post as well as Japanese newspapers, an Israeli

respond to art without a frame.) Like Godot, I.R.T is gives its audience a lens, but
the lens in this case is more like a pair of X-Ray Goggles, allowing the audience to see
history and detail in the ordinarily mundane world of New York City public transit.”
Is that right?
In our better moments, yes, and we greatly admire Paul Chan and the Joshua Bell
project. We were trying to change what we see every day.
Is that the point?
It’s one of the points.
And?
The point is to make stuff. To put on plays. To work with your friends. To make your
own culture in the place where you live.

magazine, German radio, and English television.
What did they say?
A lot of the coverage delivered a light human interest angle. That’s fine. But we didn’t
really get to talk about a lot of the stuff we care about. Chris Hackett, one of the
lighting guys in the show, said that several of the articles were like reading a story about
a dancing bear: You never find out why the bear is dancing, much less if he’s any good.
Oddly, one of our favorite stories -- and one of the most analytical -- was published on
a blog called This Material World by Sean Fraga, a student at Yale who never actually
saw the show. Here’s some of what he wrote:
“This is reminiscent of, but not exactly similar to, [Paul Chan’s] production of Waiting
for Godot that was staged in Lower Ninth Ward after Hurricane Katrina. ... I.R.T.
is different. It was purpose-written for the space in which in it is performed, so the
moments of serendipitous connection between the text and the space will be different,
a little muted, a little planned. Still clever, but with a self-consciousness to this very
public performance: It is meant to be watched, the audience and players are clearly
defined, and the frame of theatricality circumscribes the entire performance. (Contrast
that with Joshua Bell’s performance in a DC Metro station to see how passers-by
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